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Beyond assistive technology:
presentation at Texas library

association conference

Kate Todd

Introduction

In April 2014, I gave a presentation
on this topic at the Texas Library
Association annual conference that
came as a result of publicity for online
courses that I teach for the American
Library Association (ALA) about
providing library services to people
with disabilities. The presentation title
was “Beyond Assistive Technology:
Improving Services to People with
Disabilities”.

The presentation began by asking
attendees to list the things that their
libraries were already doing to serve
people with disabilities. This is an
important initial exercise because I
believe all libraries are already
providing many services. Although
there are always areas that need
improvement, librarians should begin
by taking pride in their past and current
achievements.

To provide direction in identifying the
scope of existing services, a handout
was prepared with six categories:

(1) Physical space.
(2) Collections.
(3) Communications.
(4) Staff development.
(5) Programming.
(6) Partnership.

Library accessibility

The subsequent discussions of these
six categories confirmed that libraries
have invested both resources and
planning to make the library a place
that provides accessible services for
everyone. The physical space category
did generate the longest list. When the
American with Disabilities Act (ADA)
was passed in 1990, initial compliance
activity focused on re-engineering
library buildings using accessibility
guidelines. Although a few small, older
buildings still exist, new construction
and building renovations have improved
physical access for people with
disabilities.

For those who want to evaluate
accessibility of physical spaces, I
recommend the IFLA Access to
libraries for persons with disabilities
checklist (Irvall and Nielsen, 2005).
Using this checklist as a training
exercise with library staff is a great way
to increase awareness of the importance
of changes that have or will be made.

Another early response to ADA was
the installation of assistive technology
in libraries. There was awe and
excitement when one of the early
Kurzweil machines was installed in
the library where I was working. This
stand-alone machine combined two
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technologies, optical character
recognition and computer-generated
text-to-speech. Designed for people
with visual impairments, the Kurzweil
machine used a scanner to capture text
from books. Then, it converted the text
to a robotic speech output. Early
closed-circuit television magnifiers
were installed in reference rooms.
These machines allowed text place
under a camera to be projected onto a
TV screen, where the text size could be
increased. These early stand-alone
assistive technologies seem clunky by
today’s standards.

With the arrival of personal
computers, software was designed to
increase computer accessibility. As
desktop computers were installed in
libraries, there was an effort to install
assistive technology software. Early on,
there was a support group discussion of
the relative value of JAWS (Job Access
with Speech), a Windows-based screen
reader, versus ZoomText, a screen
magnification software. Although both
provide support for people with visual
impairments, ZoomText can only be
used by people with partial sight, while
JAWS has a significant learning curve
to use it effectively. Also, early
versions of these programs interfered
with each other so they could not both
be installed on the same computer. As
with many assistive technologies,
patrons have different preferences
based on how their disability affects
them, training or experience using a
program and personal preference. This
early competition between JAWS and
ZoomText indicates the difficulty of
finding a single product that is useful
for all library users.

Many early assistive technologies
were focused on enhancing services for
patrons who are blind or have visual
impairments. This is a natural
outgrowth of the well-established
National Library for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped service, which
has long recognized the importance of
making printed materials accessible to
patrons with visual impairments. The
existence of these services has also
provided a large group of users who
advise libraries on the design and
implementation of new services. Users
who are blind are not the only people
with disabilities who use libraries.
Patrons who visit, call or e-mail may

have a variety of visible or invisible
disabilities. Technology has also been
created to serve multiple needs. Most
recently, applications (apps) for iPad,
iPhone or Android devices have been
created to support people with different
types of disabilities.

Apps for assistive technology

Below is only a random selection,
which highlights a few different ways
apps can be used:

Natural Reader

Like many of the assistive
technology apps, Natural Reader was
recommended by a librarian who heard
about it from a patron. It is a
text-to-speech screen reader. The basic
app is free for Apple (NaturalReader
Text to Speech, itunes, 2014a) or
Andoird (NaturalReader Text to
Speech, play, 2014b), but a Pro version
can also be purchased. The
text-to-speech conversion is done in the
Cloud and then sent as a streamed audio
file to the device. Therefore, it requires
good Internet connectivity when being
used. It has only a few options, which
makes it easy to use as long as you are
satisfied with the tasks it performs.
Some of the controls require the user to
point to a specific location on the
screen, so it would be difficult for a
person who is totally blind to use it.

There is also a free Natural Reader
download available for Windows and
MAC computers. By having the same
program available on multiple devises,
training is easier and transferrable.
Although some of these apps require
payment, sometimes a free solution can
be an acceptable alternative.

vBookz PDF Voice Reader

Many colleges have struggled with
the accessibility of PDF files in their
databases. Through a college librarian,
I learned that one of her students
recommended the vBookz PDF Voice
Reader (2014). There is a purchase
price for downloading the app and it
also includes in-app purchases for
languages other than English. The app
is only available for Apple iOS. PDF
files can be imported from DropBox,
e-mail or Safari. Reading aloud begins
after clicking on a play button while a

cursor follows along with the text. I was
not able to determine how a reader who
is completely blind would be able to
find the files or start the reader. Recent
updates from this company include
PDF OCR Scanner and the addition of
Dyslexie font (which is designed to
make reading easier for people with
dyslexia).

iRewardChart

Behavioral problems may result from
a variety of disorders or disabilities, such
as autism spectrum disorder, emotional
and behavioral disorder, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder and learning
disabilities. Children (and even adults)
with these diagnoses may have poorly
developed social skills, lack of focus
when completing school work or chores
and difficulty interpreting nonverbal
signals. Parents, teachers and caregivers
often design reward systems to provide
incentives or support for students
managing behaviors. The app,
iRewardChart, can be used for this
purpose. Stars can be awarded for
successfully completing a task such as
making a bed or behaving appropriately
by taking turns with other children. After
reaching a threshold of stars (such as 10),
a reward (like 30 minutes of video
games) can be given to the child.

The iRewardChart app is available
for iPad (iRewardChart, iTunes, 2014)
and Android (iRewardChart, play,
2014). The free lite version allows stars
to be awarded to one child for
completing up to four tasks. The paid
version allows for additional children
and a wider selection of tasks. Some
tasks and rewards are included with
the app, but it can be customized to
match specific behavioral goals. The
app has a four-digit lock code to
prevent unauthorized individuals from
awarding stars for tasks.

Sign 4 me

American Sign Language (ASL) is a
popular method of communication for
the Deaf community in the USA.
Animations have become an innovative
method of demonstrating and learning
ASL, which incorporates movement,
hand shapes and facial expressions.
Vcom3D is a company that has
produced computerized avatars to
demonstrate ASL vocabulary for over a
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decade. Well-established products of
Vcom3D include an ASL Illustrated
Dictionary and Sign Language Studio
for integrating ASL animations into
Web pages. The ASL avatars have now
been incorporated into several apps,
including Sign4Me.

Apple (Sign 4 Me, 2010) and
Android (Sign 4 Me, 2013) versions of
Sign4Me are available for sale. Words
and sentences can be typed into the app
for translation to ASL. The app
includes � 11,000 ASL words. Any
vocabulary that is not available will be
fingerspelled by the avatar. Resulting
sentences may be grammatically
awkward for those who are fluent in
ASL. Thus, it is important to use the
app with a person who knows ASL.

MarleeSigns

Videos of real people are another
way to present ASL vocabulary. Marlee
Matlin, an award-winning actress who
lost her hearing as a young child, is
featured in the app, Marlee Signs
(2014). The Apple app is free,
including ASL fingerspelling and some
basic words. In-app purchases are
available for additional vocabulary.
One of the purchase categories is “Baby
Signs,” which often includes variations
that are not recognized as ASL. In her
introduction, Marlee says the app does
not replace a sign language class. The
high-quality videos and animated
presentation by the actress can either
support a course or spark initial interest
in ASL. As Matlin is the author of a
series of juvenile novels (Deaf Child
Crossing is the first title), this app could
also be used with children to support a
teaching unit on the books or in a
summer reading program.

ClearCaptions

Telecommunications Relay Service
(TRS) is funded by the US Federal
Communication Commission (FCC) to
provide alternative phone services for
people with hearing or speech
impairments. One of the services
available is captioning for voice phone
calls. Captions are provided by a person,
referred to as a captioning assistant, at a
relay center. ClearCaptions is an Apple
(ClearCaptions, itunes, 2014a) or
Android (ClearCaptions, play, 2014b)
app that can link mobile phones to the

TRS so that captions appear on the cell
phone calls. Outgoing phone calls can
be made from the app by entering the
phone number into ClearCaptions.
Incoming calls require the caller to first
dial an 800 number, which connects to
the relay center so that the captioning
assistant is online when the cell phone
is answered. TRS is only available to
people with qualifying disabilities who
have registered. Although the app itself
is a free download, the FCC requires
ClearCaptions subscribers to either
purchase a captioning telephone for a
landline or pay a one-time access fee.

Verbally

There are many disabilities that
make it difficult for a person to speak or
be understood. Examples include
cerebral palsy, strokes, hearing
impairments, autism spectrum disorder
and some learning disabilities.
Computerized voice speakers have
made it possible for non-verbal
individuals to communicate orally. The
Apple app, Verbally (2013), allows
typed words or phrases to be output as
speech. The user must already be
literate – able to spell, read and type.
Some complete sentences are included
in the app and word prediction helps
with the typing. A version of the app,
with one male and one female voice,
can be downloaded for free. Paying for
an upgrade to the premium version
provides additional voices, including a
child and male or female UK accents. It
also allows creation and saving of
customized phrases that are often used
by the owner. When an app has a free
version, I always recommend trying it
out before purchasing the upgrade. This
allows evaluation of the interface and
usefulness for the individual before
investing in the upgraded version.

My Own Voice

For a younger child, or non-literate
adult, illustrations can be selected to
generate speech. A simple app that can
be purchased for Apple iPad or iPhone
is My Own Voice (2013). Pictures are
presented in six categories: food, home,
play, feelings, people and snacks.
Oddly, the categories are identified by
words, so some reading is required.
There is no ability to combine words or
create sentences, so the pictures are

more like verbal flash cards than
communication tools. However, the
concept of pointing to a picture to
generate a spoken word can be taught to
a student before moving on to a more
advanced app, such as Proloquo2Go.

Dragon Dictation

One of the earliest speech
recognition programs for computers
was Dragon Naturally Speaking.
Although speech-to-text is still an
imperfect technology, many people,
with and without disabilities, use it.
Dragon Dictation (2013), a free Apple
app, allows verbal dictation in a simple
interface. Push a button to record.
When recording is stopped, text appears
on the screen. A keyboard allows
editing or correction of the text.
Dictation is saved as notes then it can
be copied into another program or
forwarded by email. As with Natural
Reader text-to-speech, Dragon
Dictation speech-to-text conversion is
done in the Cloud, so a Wi-Fi or cell
connection is required. If users have a
cost per minute plan, phone charges
may accrue. Although it lacks the
sophistication of the full Dragon
Naturally Speaking software package,
this app can be useful when away from
a computer.

Developing a plan

This sample of apps demonstrates
only a few of the ways that new
technology can be used to provide
support for people with disabilities. It
also gives us an opportunity to consider
the many types of people with
disabilities who may visit our libraries.
The variety of these apps also provides
evidence that people who have similar
disabilities may want different types of
solutions. Magnifiers or screen readers
may be used by people with visual
impairments. People with hearing
impairments may want to communicate
with ASL or use captioning. People
with speech impairments may prefer
typing words or pointing to pictures. It
is important to identify improvements
that are achievable in a short time frame
so they can be acknowledged. This can
generate momentum for additional
projects or more complex initiatives.

The first step in developing a plan is
to identify people with disabilities that
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are already using your library. Be sure
to have a broad definition that includes
physical, developmental and cognitive
disabilities. List the services that are
already used extensively. If you have
services that are not being used,
determine whether they match the
needs of current patrons. If the
determination is that patrons are
unaware of valuable services, develop
an outreach plan.

It is important to become familiar
with agencies and schools that are also
serving people who use your library.
Organizations could be senior citizen
centers, group homes, schools or
special education programs, job
placement programs or veterans
groups. Agency staff may not realize
that libraries have resources for people
with disabilities or want to increase the
diversity of their patrons. Beneficial
partnerships can be created with
agencies and their staff that add value
to all services.

If you have a library advisory
committee, make sure that it includes
representation for people with
disabilities. Library staff may also be
able to offer ideas if they or a family
member have a disability. New
initiatives should be evaluated for their
impact not only on the general public,
but also on people with special needs.

To begin your planning agenda, it is
useful to consider what you would
undertake if there were only one thing
you could do in the next six months. It
could be making sure that the elevators
and automatic doors are in good repair,
creating a Web page that brings
together all the information about
library services for people with
disabilities or ordering more materials
in alterative formats.

The Texas Library Association
PowerPoint that I presented is available
on SlideShare (Todd, 2014a). The three
handouts (Todd, 2014b, 2014c, 2014d
Handout 1, Handout 2 and Handout 3)
that I distributed are available on the
conference site.
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/verbally/id418671377?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/verbally/id418671377?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/verbally/id418671377?mt=8
http://www.linkedin.com/in/edukatetodd
mailto:EduKateTodd@gmail.com
mailto:EduKateTodd@gmail.com
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